WARMING KITCHEN
17'-8" X 14'-10"

WOMEN
MEN

SERVING

OVHD DR

SLIDING DOOR

EXIT

54'-8"

58'-6"

COMMONS
17'-8" X 26'
4595SF

BARN
35'-8" X 57'-4"
2040SF

SERVING

KILL CREEK  BARN

BANQUET ROUND TABLES
TABLES - 12 (5 FT D- SEAT 8 EA- MAIN)
TABLES - 2 (30x72 SERVING)

CHAIRS - 96 TOTAL

SUMMER EVENT, NO RECEPTION TABLE
(OR OUTSIDE), NO COAT RACKS

SPECIAL EGRESS NOTE:
- MAINTAIN 36" WIDE ASILES
- DO NOT BLOCK EXITS

USING 5' RD TABLES AND ASSUMING 18"
FROM TABLE EDGE TO BACK OF CHAIRS
- TABLE CENTER TO CENTER DIMENSION
IS A MINIMUM OF 11'-0"